

















Estimation by nonlinear optimization

















Estimating the motion parameters
by minimizing the residuals
































































































































5 iterations 10 iterations Regions of large
angular velocity
Region R- of maximum
angular velocity
Extraction of Two Arms
Divide into several regions to apply least square for each moving object qi
by using the EM algorithm
INDIRECT METHOD
Segmentation of optical flow
modeled by rotation model
with four parameters q
Rotation model






























using Optical Flow and
Nonlinear Optimization
Toru Tamaki (Niigata Univ.)
Tsuyoshi Yamamura (Aichi Pref. Univ.)
Noboru Ohnishi (Nagoya Univ. & RIKEN)
p : optical flow
q : the parameters
.
(cx,cy) : rotation center
!: angular velocity
Cost function :
d µ : Decent direction
is the solution of
where
R- : arm region
u : motion vector,      µ : motion parameters
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EXTRACTION ALGORITHM





Pixel pj belongs to the arm region
Post processing
Burying holes and smoothing contour of the arm region
Original image Indirect method Direct method










Black : low prob.






are used as initial state
COMBINED USE
Computational cost is reduced.
The initial states are given.





〇faster, robust to flow noise
×can’t deal with motion edge
PROBLEMS
Difficult to compute flow accurately
because of the discontinuity of motion
Indirect method
High computational cost 




(area of arm region)
(all pixels)
Top of the arm
is not extracted
Well extracted
Well.not extracted
gray : ambiguous
